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reading, writing and self-monitoring were closely tied together for each 
child. We had to trust that our students had the skills and desire, even at 
age five, to accept the challenge of making thoughtful choices during sus-
tained independent work periods.
 With our focus more clearly defined, our attention shifted to what the 
experts had to say about students being independent and the tasks that 
facilitated their independent learning.

The Daily 5 Evolved
Our first encounter with the Daily 5 came when we were studying with 
Margaret Mooney, a literacy instruction expert from New Zealand. While 
she was explicitly modelling a guided reading lesson to a group of teachers, 
someone stopped the whole group and frantically said, “Margaret, I can’t 
see how guided reading would work in my class. You see, I have thirty 

Management: How We Have Evolved

Figure 1.1

Management 
Element

Teaching and Learning 
New Behaviours

Expectations About the 
Students

Monitoring Student 
Behaviour

Our First Years
of Teaching

We mentioned 
behaviours once and 
expected students to 
know and do them.

We thought students 
should come 
to us knowing 
the appropriate 
behaviours.

We monitored 
students’ behaviour by 
telling students whether 
they were doing a 
good job or not.

Ten Years Later

We taught and 
practised behaviours 
once or twice and 
expected students to 
know and do them.

We thought most of 
the students should 
know the appropriate 
behaviours. If they 
didn’t, we spent one 
or two lessons teaching 
them.

We began releasing 
to some students the 
ability to monitor their 
own behaviour. We 
continued to monitor 
our most challenging 
students’ behaviours.

Now with Daily 5

We teach and practise 
skills until behaviours 
become habits and 
“default” behaviours.

We know each class is 
different, and we spend 
at least twenty days 
building community, 
defining and practising 
behaviours, building 
stamina and assessing 
the needs of that 
particular group of 
children.
All students self-monitor 
their behaviour during 
the Daily 5. They reflect 
and set behaviour 
goals at the end of 
each Daily 5 round.
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Management: How We Have Evolved (continued)

Figure 1.1 (continued)

The whole class 
practises, defines and 
knows how to perform 
desired behaviours. 
No points needed or 
given.

Groups of students 
practise and encour-
age each other on 
defined, desired 
behaviours. No points 
or tangible rewards are 
necessary.

Individuals self-reflect 
and confer with us 
about the particular 
behaviour goals 
they are working to 
achieve.

Student may practise 
desired behaviour 
for a short amount 
of time at recess. This 
desired behaviour may 
become an articulated 
goal this child chooses 
to work on.

Students have an 
internal locus of control.
Students have a sense of 
urgency with their time, 
learning and behaviour 
at school and hold one 
another responsible 
by encouraging and 
supporting one another.

Whole-Group 
Management

Small-Group 
Management

Individual 
Management

Student Not Exhibiting 
Desired Behaviour

Locus of Control

We awarded class 
points for desired 
behaviours.

We awarded table 
points and wrote them 
on the board.

We awarded individual 
“star cards” for desired 
behaviours.

We asked individuals 
to “flip a card” from 
green to yellow to 
red, and the card was 
displayed for the whole 
class to view.

The individual stayed 
in for recess with head 
down.

Students had an 
external locus of 
control.

We gave rewards for 
behaviours children 
were expected to 
exhibit.

We praised children 
for behaviours we 
expected them to 
exhibit; one student 
was designated to 
record points awarded 
to the class.

One child was table 
leader and recorded 
the points we awarded 
on a chart at the table.

Individuals recorded 
points when we said 
they had earned them.

We gave a tick or 
made a note on a 
student’s clipboard 
that only he or she 
saw. At three ticks 
children stayed in for 
recess.

Individuals stayed in for 
recess and sat quietly.

We started to 
teach students how 
to monitor some 
behaviours and the 
reasoning behind each 
behaviour.© H
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students. What are the rest of my kids doing while I’m trying to teach this 
small group of children?”
 “Oh, you know,” Margaret said. “They’re reading, reading to each 
other, revisiting books, writing and trying something new.”
 We quickly wrote these down, and we remember saying, “That seems 
too simple. What about centres, what about worksheets? How will we ever 
know students are learning if they don’t hand in pages for us to correct? 
How can you ever get all of your students to do all those tasks indepen-
dently?”
 We consulted our colleagues’ work again to see if they agreed with 
Margaret about these tasks. Was this really what we could have our stu-
dents do while we worked with small groups or individuals? What did the 
research say about each task?
 As we persevered, we found what many researchers already knew and 
had been saying for years. These were the tasks that made a difference in 
classrooms where students were achieving.
 The list we first heard from Margaret evolved into the following five 
tasks, which continually surfaced in our investigation: read to yourself, read to 
someone, work on writing, listen to reading and spelling/word study. The tasks 
were not enough in themselves, though. Children needed extended amounts of 
time to participate in these tasks. At the 2011 conference for the International 
Reading Association, Richard Allington stated that children should spend a 
minimum of ninety minutes per day in high-success reading (98 per cent accu-
racy, reading in phrases, with at least 90 per cent comprehension), and any 
and all reading instruction should occur outside of those ninety minutes. Not 
only was this longer than our current scheduled literacy block, but we knew 
our students were going to need to build stamina and develop independence 
in order to successfully sustain the activities for that long.

What Sets the Daily 5 Apart?
Think about how you manage your literacy block right now. Are you using 
a basal, seatwork, centres, reader’s/writer’s workshops or a combination 
of these? We have found ourselves using all four at one time or the other.
 Looking back on our teaching practice, we see a definite progression in 
the way we have managed our literacy block (Figure 1.2). We began with 
a teacher-driven model that relied on busywork, workbooks, packets and 
inauthentic reading and writing activities, which resulted in low student 
engagement. We progressed to centres, then to a workshop model and finally 
to where we are now. The Daily 5 is designed to teach children to build their 
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stamina and independence in each of the Daily 5 tasks so they can fully engage 
in meaningful, authentic reading and writing for an extended time. The Daily 5 
tasks are steeped in choice, which increases motivation and student intellectual 
engagement. While they are engaged in this authentic reading and writing, we 
are then able to work with children, conducting individual conferences and 
working with small groups based on their needs as a result of our assessments. 
In The CAFE Book we address how and what we teach those individuals and 
small groups as well as the way in which we manage the assessments and their 
results. The CAFE Book also provides the organisational structure of our day-
to-day teaching (Boushey and Moser 2009).
 Many of us are familiar with basals, seatwork and centres. They are 
structures we learned to use during our teacher preparation programs and 
in some locations are being used today. Many teachers have since ventured 
into reading and writing workshop, as we did. The Daily 5 is a workshop 
model. Actually, it is three workshops put together. What distinguishes the 
Daily 5 from other management systems is shown in Figure 1.3.
 The first weeks of school for any teacher are about setting up the daily 
routines and building community. If you had asked us years ago what these 
first weeks of school looked like we would have said we started at the 
beginning of the basal and moved forward from there. In reflection, we real-
ise we were blindly teaching curriculum without considering the individual 
and unique needs of the current students in our classroom.

Our Learning Line

Students’ Time:
“Busywork”

Teachers’ Time:
Creating/Correcting

Student Work

   Seat Work Centres Workshops Daily 5

Students’ Time:
Reading and Writing

Teachers’ Time:
Working with Students
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Figure 1.2

What the Rest of the Students Are Doing
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leg of one and said in no uncertain terms, “Mister, can you take it outside? 
You are too noisy. I am working on Read to Self. I really need to practise 
to be a better reader.”
 He glanced at her with a bemused expression on his face, held his 
hands up in front of him as if to say “I give!” and backed quietly out of 
the room. Jenna walked back to the corner of the couch she had previously 
occupied and continued reading.
 Jenna felt the sense of urgency we want to instil in every child – the 
feeling that reading is so important, they can’t and won’t let anything get 
in the way.

Step 3. Record Desired Behaviours on an I-Chart
Recording on an I-chart behaviours that are most crucial to student success 
is the next of the 10 Steps to Independence.
 When we wrote the first edition of The Daily 5, we suggested 
brainstorming with the class the most desirable behaviours when launching 
each of the Daily 5. We hope you will recognise that because of our ongoing 
learning, this is one of the many changes we have made to our Daily 5 
system.
 We found that when students brainstormed the most desirable 
behaviours for the I-chart, the length of the lesson became longer than 
recommended by the brain-compatible learning guidelines we had adopted 
(see “Brain Research”). In particular, when young students brainstormed 
ideas, their list often contained a menagerie of extra suggestions for the 
I-chart, and the required conversations about each brainstormed idea 
simply took too much time.
 Rather than have students brainstorm what it feels like, sounds 
like and looks like to be independent as we used to do, we now merely 
record the desirable behaviours on the I-chart in front of the students and 
briefly explain each one. When introducing Read to Self, these are the five 
desirable behaviours we explain:

■ Read the whole time
■ Stay in one spot
■ Get started right away
■ Work quietly
■ Build stamina
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